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A playful and interactive dance performance where children
are free to join in and explore, because that’s what young
ones do best!

Paper Playground is a stimulating experience set on a large
paper carpet, created especially for children five and under
that is full of dancing, drawing, live music and projections.
Fully immersive, Paper Playground welcomes children as true
creative collaborators and they become an essential part of
the performance.

Exploring the theme of water with boats, fish, crabs and
sharks, the artists offer irresistible invitations to roll like a
wave, fill with air like a cloud and draw the ocean.

PAPER PLAYGROUND IS...



Children are welcomed to dance with the dancers.
Adults are asked to stay sitting on the outskirts of the paper carpet. 
Even on the spot and in a sitting position, adults can participate!
Children are invited on to the carpet at any point during the 
performance. 
Some children prefer to stay close to their accompanying adult. It is 
best to let the child decide whether or not they will join the action 
and when, so as to respect their pace. Paper Playground is a 
performance filled with images and music that can simply be enjoyed 
by watching and listening. 

 

Let's discover this wonderful 
imaginary world, together.

Open your ears!
Open your eyes!

HOW TO PLAY IN PAPER PLAYGROUND



INSPIRATION...

Paper Playground is inspired by our Family Dance program called
Dancing the Parenting, created by Julie Lebel, which welcomes
families with children aged 0 to 5. This workshop has been offered
weekly on an ongoing basis since 2011 and invites parents/guardians
to engage in their own dance as much as their child. 

This program is the research workshop of Foolish Operations, guided
by many mentors such as Nina Martin (Lower Left Collective, TX),
Patricia Reedy (Luna Dance Institute, Berkeley CA), Aurelia Kislow
(Aboriginal Education, Vancouver BC), and more.

Watch this documentary for more inspiration:

https://foolishoperations.org/dancing-the-parenting/
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https://dancersgroup.org/2012/05/the-first-steps-luna-dance-institute/
https://foolishoperations.org/dancing-the-parenting/


BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE, a few playful suggestions

Freeze Draw: Listen to various genres of music and their rhythms,
provide paper and crayons. Some music may inspire children to draw
dots, continuous lines or zig zags, etc... Explore! Stop the music and
stop drawing, listen for the quiet, look at your drawing, and start over
with other music. 

The Wave: Sit in a circle and ask the children to remember the space
where they are sitting. Invite a child to name a sea creature and then
invite all to move as suggested within the circle: crabs, jellyfish, etc...
After a minute or so, take a deep breath while raising your hands to
the ceiling, and invite all to lower their body to the floor and gently
tap the floor like a drum with their hands. It could be like the sound of
a wave rumbling on the rocks of a beach. This rumbling sound is the
signal to go back to their spot in the circle and be swept away by the
"wave". Pause, listen for the quiet. Start again!



8 months to 24 month olds, 
3-4 years olds, 
5-6 years olds

Paper Playground is offered for groups of children of the
following age groups:

The artists are performing according to children's developmental
learning, mobility and locomotion. This unique experience is desined
for small groups of 25 children or less. There are no maximums for
the adults coming alongside the children.

Can I bring a child who is younger or older than the
recommended age? Younger or older siblings are welcome. You
may be asked to keep them close to you during the performance.

ABOUT PAPER PLAYGROUND'S AGE GROUPS



Special Thanks

https://foolishoperations.org/

Paper Playground was commissioned by the Surrey International
Children's Festival in 2017. Thanks to Marnie Perrin and the festival
team for their support!
Special thanks to Paramjeet Munday, Director and the children of
Sunset Preschool for hosting our creative process.
Thank you to the Moberly Arts and Cultural Centre and the Vancouver
Park Board for allowing us to make big messes so we could come up
with our ideas for the show.
Thank you to the children of Garderie Tartine et Chocolat and director
Karine Grand Maison, who helped us with the process of translating
our production into French.
Special thanks to the contributors of this guide: Susan Hoppenfeld,
Karine Grand Maison and Caroline Liffman.
Paper Fish was created on the unceded ancestral territory of the
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Nations. We are grateful for
their safe keeping of these lands and waterways.

https://foolishoperations.org/
https://foolishoperations.org/


Artists

Julie Lebel- Artistic Director and Performance
Meredith Bates- Musical composition 
Jackie Rolston- Animations (films)

Spring 2023 tour:
Performers: Julie Lebel, Sarah Gallos, Marie-Pier Gilbert and Olivia
Shaffer. Violinist: Anna Atkinson.

Created in collaboration with the performers: Caroline Liffman
Sophie Brassard and Sarah Gallos.
With the dramaturgical support of Sarah Dixon, Jo Leslie and Isabelle 
Rousseau

Amanda Lye: Props 
Peggy Leung: Props Assistant
Photographer: Riz Herboza



Thanks to our funders and partners

We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Province of British
Columbia.
We thank all the presenters and participants of Paper Playground.


